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Islamic finance - Middle East

Islamic banking in Oman to continue its
strong growth trend
Summary
Islamic banking in Oman has seen strong growth since its launch in 2012 and we expect it to
reach around 20% of banking assets by 2025, driven by high demand for Shariah-compliant
products and evolving supportive government regulation. However growth could slow given
high competition and islamic banks' lack of short-term liquidity instruments.

We expect Islamic banking to reach around 20% of Omani banking assets by 2025.
Islamic banking operations were launched only in 2012, but Oman's Islamic banking assets
already make up 15% of total banking assets as of June 2021. Average annual growth
between 2013 and 2020 was a strong 30%, compared with 5% for conventional assets,
fuelled by a predominantly Muslim population. Capital injections from shareholders
supported initial growth but deposits inflows are now also driving expansion.

The pace of growth is slowing. Growth has decelerated in the last three years as the
asset base has increased and matured. The coronavirus pandemic and the decline in oil
prices during 2020 have also played a part. The risk of Islamic banking growth eventually
converging with conventional growth could materialise in the next decade, if competition
in the domestic market remains high and if there are no Shariah-compliant short-term
instruments to place excess liquidity.

The structure of the islamic segment in the country has facilitated high growth, but
consolidation could create more opportunities. Oman's population of around 5 million
is served by two fully-fledged Islamic banks, Bank Nizwa SAOG (Ba3 negative, b11) and Alizz
Islamic Bank (not rated), and by five Islamic banking windows at conventional banks. All
were established between 2012-2013. The ability of conventional banks to operate Islamic
windows permits them to leverage their existing franchise, expertise and infrastructure,
and this has supported the sector's rapid growth. However, competition is intense and
consolidation could support the creation of entities with higher deposit-gathering capacity
and improved profitability and efficiency, allowing them to be better placed for long-term
growth.

Regulation in Oman will continue to support Islamic finance. We expect an ongoing
pipeline of new Islamic finance regulations to broaden the market over the coming years.
The establishment of a detailed Islamic Banking Regulatory Framework in 2012, was followed
by the first sovereign sukuk issuance in 2015. The government issued its first sukuk issuance
for retail investors in 2020, providing banks with Shariah-compliant instruments for their
liquidity management.2

http://www.surveygizmo.com/s3/1133212/Rate-this-research?pubid=PBC_1300421
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Islamic banking to reach around 20% of banking assets by 2025
The Islamic banking sector in Oman has grown rapidly since its inception in 2012, reaching a 15% share of total banking assets as of
June 2021. Growth has been driven by strong demand for Shariah-compliant products among the country's predominantly Muslim
population.

The compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of Islamic assets between 2013 and 2020 was 30%, compared with 5% for conventional
banking. Initial financing was mostly via capital injections from shareholders but deposits have lately also been driving expansion. Core
capital and reserves to total assets stood at a very high 41% as of December 2013 but the ratio has dropped to a more conventional
level of around 12% as of June 2021 (stable at these levels since 2017). Deposits to total assets reached 75% in June, from a low 21%
at the end of 2013. With a CAGR of 56% between 2013-2020, customer deposits are now the main source of funding for the Islamic
banking assets, mainly from the private sector (63% of total deposits as of June 2021). Deposits from the government and public
enterprises were 37% as of June 2021, broadly in line with conventional banks.

Exhibit 1

Penetration and growth rates
Islamic assets, financing and deposit market share and compounded
aggregate rate of growth 2013-2020

Exhibit 2

Islamic banks liabilities and source of funding
Islamic banks liabilities breakdown and deposits and capital contribution to
assets
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On the asset side, Islamic financing (the Shariah-compliant equivalent of conventional loans) is the predominant activity. Islamic
financing has been growing at an average rate of 39% between 2013 and 2020. Nonfinancial companies and households make up the
majority of the financing book (91% as of June 2021), with retail and construction being the two largest segments.

We expect growth in Islamic assets to continue to outpace conventional banking assets to reach around 20% of Omani banking assets
by 2025. Growth will be largely funded by ongoing capital injections. Bank Nizwa recently announced a OMR75 million ($195 million)
rights issue and Meethaq benefited from a capital injection of OMR50 million ($130 million) in 2020.

This publication does not announce a credit rating action. For any credit ratings referenced in this publication, please see the ratings tab on the issuer/entity page on
www.moodys.com for the most updated credit rating action information and rating history.
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The pace of growth is slowing
The pace of Islamic banking growth is slowing as the sector expands and matures. Growth slipped to 11% in 2019 from a very high 68%
during 2013-2014, the first year of inception. In 2020, the growth rate fell further to 6%, as the coronavirus spread disrupted business
and consumer spending faltered. Low oil prices during 2020 also dented Oman’s oil-dependent economy. Conventional banking has
been hit harder, however, reporting growth of 1% at the end of 2020, down from 3% in 2019 and 7% in 2018.

Exhibit 3

Conventional versus Islamic growth rates
Conventional assets and Islamic assets growth rates
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An additional friction to sector growth is a lack of short-term Islamic instruments to place excess liquidity. On the asset side of the
aggregate Islamic banking balance sheet, financings are the main component (81% as of June 2021), followed by securities (9%), cash
and due from financial institutions (8%) and others (2%). Among the securities, 85% has been invested in long and medium-term
government sukuk issuances.

Exhibit 4

Breakdown of Omani Islamic finance assets
In millions of Omani rial

Exhibit 5

Islamic Finance assets breakdown
Total assets breakdown by categories as of June 2021
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The risk of Islamic growth converging with conventional growth could materialize within around 10 years, if the competition in the
domestic market remains high and if there will be no Sharia-compliant short-term instruments to place excess cash.
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The structure of the islamic finance segment has facilitated high growth, but consolidation will be
needed
The blended structure of islamic windows and fully-fledged entities, allowed the population to access Islamic financial products in
Oman in the early years and was the linchpin of the sector's fast growth.

The Sultanate's population of five million is served by two fully-fledged Islamic banks, Bank Nizwa SAOG and Alizz Islamic Bank as well
as five Islamic banking windows3 at conventional banks, all established between 2012 and 2013.

The new Islamic banks, Bank Nizwa SAOG and Alizz Islamic Bank, expanded fast, exploiting their fully Shariah - compliant unique
franchise in the country. By the end of 2020, they accounted for 24% and 17% of Islamic banking assets in Oman, respectively.

The conventional banks were able to leverage their reputations, expertise and infrastructure to also push quickly into the market. By
end-2020, Meethaq, the Islamic window (IW) of Bank Muscat SAOG (Ba3/Ba3 negative, ba3) had gained a market share by assets
of 29% as of December 2020, while Maisarah - IW of Bank Dhofar SAOG (Ba3 negative, ba3) - reported a 12% share. The remaining
Islamic windows, Ahli Islamic - IW of Ahli Bank SAOG, Sohar Islamic - IW of Sohar International Bank SAOG (Ba3 negative, ba3), and
Muzn - IW of National Bank of Oman SAOG (Ba3/Ba3 negative, ba3) - hold market shares of 8%, 6% and 4% respectively.

Exhibit 6

Breakdown of assets held by Islamic banks and windows
Reported total assets

Exhibit 7

Market shares of Islamic banks and windows
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However, current market conditions post-pandemic and following low oil prices period constrain growth opportunities and are
affecting the profitability of islamic banks. At the same time, competition remains high affecting their funding costs. Consolidation
between islamic operating entities could boost their profitability through operational synergies, afford them greater pricing power
and enhance their deposit-gathering ability creating larger islamic franchises. Between 1990-2012 conventional banks in Oman went
through a consolidation wave, which created the current banking system structure, with Bank Muscat SAOG being the largest bank
with 35% market share of total banking assets. Recent track record of acquisition is the combination agreement concluded between
Oman Arab Bank and Alizz Islamic Bank (June 2020).

Oman Arab Bank acquisition of Alizz Bank

Since 30 June 2020, Islamic banking segment of Oman Arab Bank S.A.O.G - previously called Oman Arab Bank SAOC- (OAB, Ba3 negative,
ba3) comprises the consolidated assets of Al Yusr Islamic window (of OAB) and Alizz Islamic Bank, following a combination agreement.
Following the acquisition, OAB injected RO 19.5 million (USD 51 million) of capital into Alizz, which will help the fully-fledged bank for
future growth and to comply with Central Bank capital requirement. The merger provided OAB with a larger Islamic franchise and market
share, allowing it to increase its interest income and enhance its deposit-gathering ability. Alizz continues to operate as an Islamic bank as a
subsidiary of OAB.
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Regulation in Oman will continue to support Islamic finance
A detailed Islamic Banking regulatory framework introduced in 2012 paved the way for the introduction of Islamic finance for the first
time. In 2013, the Omani central bank also established a Central Shariah Authority.

In 2014, an amendment to the Capital Market Law, allowed companies listed on the local stock exchange (Muscat Securities Market) to
issue Sukuks (Islamic bonds). This was followed in 2016 by the issuance of a detailed sukuk regulation.

The first sovereign sukuk issuance was in 2015, followed by other issuances over the course of years. Sukuks now account for 7%
of Islamic banking assets. The government’s first sukuk issuance available to retail investors in 2020 provided banks with Shariah-
compliant instruments for liquidity management. Regulation to address a shortage of short-term liquidity instruments in which islamic
banks can invest will likely become pressing.

We expect Islamic finance regulations to continue to evolve over the next 12 to 18 months to support the banks' activities and
continued growth.

Exhibit 8

Islamic finance milestones in Oman

Source: CMA, Central Bank of Oman
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Moody’s related publications
Sector Comment

» Omani government's first retail sukuk issuance increases Islamic finance penetration

Issuer Comment

» Rising share of Islamic banking assets deepens domestic sovereign sukuk market, supporting government liquidity

Outlook

» Oil price drop, coronavirus and weakening government support capacity drive our negative outlook

Issuer in-depth

» Government of Oman - Annual credit analysis

Sector in-depth

» Banks – Oman Macro profile

Credit Opinion

» National Bank of Oman SAOG

» Bank Dhofar SAOG

» Sohar International Bank SAOG

» Bank Nizwa SAOG

» Bank Muscat SAOG

» Oman Arab Bank S.A.O.G

To access any of these reports, click on the entry above. Note that these references are current as of the date of publication of this
report and that more recent reports may be available. All research may not be available to all clients.

Endnotes
1 The bank ratings shown in this report are the banks' deposit rating, senior unsecured rating (where available) and Baseline Credit Assessment.

2 Issuance allocated almost entirely to retail investors, but the secondary market trading over the life of the paper will increase the pool of Shariah
compliant instruments for the banks.

3 Islamic windows in Oman are segregated departments for example, in terms of branch network and staff
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